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A VI~l~-~~Fi

A conservationist's creed as to wild life administration is
given oy 1Jr . Joseph Grinnell, professor of zoology and direc-
tor of the California Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at the
`University of California, in as recent issue of "Science . " In
brief, the creed follows:

1. I believe that the fullest use should be made of our
country 's wild life resources from the standpoint of human
benefit—for beauty, education, scientific study, fur, etc . All
these possibie uses should be considered in the administration
of wild life,not any of them exclusively of the others.

2. I believe that that portion of our wild animal life
known as 'game" beiongs no more to the sportsman than to
other clases, of peopie who do not pursue it with shotgun
and rifle . Moto and more the notebook, the field-glass and
the camera„ace being employed in the pursuit of game as well

, y3 other animals.
'i'ts i 3 . I believe it is unwise to attempt the absolute eater-
niinati9n .of any native Vertebrate species whatsoever . At the
same time it is perfectlyproper to reduce or destroy any species
in a given neighborhood where ,sound investigation shows it
to be positively urtful to the tiajority of interests.

4. I believe it is Wxo ig,t permit the general publi' to

shoottcrows or any other'p 'e's.>'irr'Sably injurious animals during
the b 'eeding season of our desirable species.

$t `T be'ieve`In the collecting of . specimens of birds and
vertebrates "generally for educational and :scientific purposes.
A bird killed, but preserved as a study-specimen, is of service

-far l`gnger than the bird that is shot just far'. sport or for food.
6. I' believe that it is wrong and even dangerous to intro-

duce (that is, turn Ioose,.in the wild) alien species of either
game or non-game birds and mammals . There sound reason
for believing that such introduction, if "successful," jeopardizes

.the continued existence of the native species in our fauna, with
which competition is hound to occur.

7. I believe that the very best known way to "conserve"
animal life, in the interests of sportsman, scientist and natures
lover alike, is to- preserve conditions as nearly as possible
favorable to our own native species. This can be done by the
establishment and maintenance of numerous wild-life refuges.

8, In the interests of game and wild life conservation gen-
erally . I believe in the wisdom of doing away with grazing by
domestic stock, more especially sheep, on the greater part of
our national forest territory.

9. I believe that the administration of our game and wild
life resources should be kept as far as, possible out of politics.
The resources in question should-be handled as a national
asset, administered with the advice of scientifically trained
experts .
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,ET YOUR MOUNTAIN VACATION BE A
JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY

By H. C. Bryant

VACATION time is not far distant . Are you preparing for it now?
v Everyone who takes a European trip studies guide books and travel

books in order to make his trip more profitable, Furthermore, he seeks
Out the uncommon places and the unusual objects of art.

l lmilarly, the person who plans a
YNCation in the Sierra should be

.his reading and preparation now . If,
Sw a result of preparation, he is
Shie to search out the less frequent-
•A places, the seldom-seen pl :+nts
n nd a_nimals, the greater will be the
thrill forthcoming . Historic :el hicic-
Oround is important and the pos-
slhllities of finding unique plant
~lpd animal life are almost inex-
tlpu sti ble.

Freparatlon may be found in the
0&ding of books, inquiry from
TTlends, in training furnished by
Tfflversity Extension classes, or
eld trips ,with nature guides.

1 he Romance of Seeking
fIt Seldom Seen

10 actually locate one of the
' lister birds and animals is a worth-
While objective on a vacation, and

'
IlMdh a thing is possible only when

One has some knowledge of the
tore unique and unusual forms of

fe to oe found in the Sierra, . Un-
doubtedly the serious student of bi-
OlogY can get his thrills from a
study of the life and habits of some
rimmonty met form, but the aver.

-, person needs the romance that
OUrrounds the searching out of
Something seldom seen by the aver-
age vacationist.

Were I asked to suggest some
srtebrate animals rare enough to
Ake them worth seeking, I would

e a salamander, a snake and
e birds and mammals .

The Salamander of
Mount Lyell

As a rule salamanders, which are
lizard-like animals without scales,
usually live in damp places under
ocks or stones . They belong in

temperate tones . Consequently,
v, .ten a salamander new to science
was found rear the glacier on
Mount Lyell, it was considered an
unusual occurrence. In fact, from

scientific standpoint, the discov-
ery of this salamander was consid-
red the greatest event in a hid-

survey of Yosemite National
Park, for few amphibians exist in
cold regions . An altitude of 10,800
feet . means cold weather nearly the
year round . Apparently then, even
a "cold-blooded" vertebrate may
succeed in life in a cold climate.
This terrestrial salamander living
in small holes among rocks may
have a wider distribution, although
t present it is known only to

Mount Lyell, the highest peak in
Yosemite National Park. Certainly
the discovery of one of these rarest
of salamandere would be a vacation
thrill long to be remembered and
at the ,sa•nu time constitute sci -
entific achievement.

To many, a king snake with its
beautiful black, red and white
hands which remind one of Indian
bead work would be an object
worth the hunt, but there is an-
other snake, although perhaps not
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so beautiful, that claims attention . granite-walled canyon . althcug.h
The rubber snake or 'double-ended " the bird is without webbed feet it
snake, may well excite ear inter- h,,,c thick, oily plumage and is ex-
est It lives in the forested region pert at swimming and diving be-
of the Siena, where it burrows in r c ath the eurface of the water.
the litter under the trees. It has Caddis fly larvae, secured tram the
so blunt a toil that it is about Lottom of a stream, form a basic
the same use and shape as the nead food supply, 'A typical mannerism
—hence when stretched out the .,f Fobbing has given it the name
snake appears "double ended," and of 'dipper . " The oven-shaped nest
is so named by many. When built of moss is of particular inler-
stretched it feels and sounds like est . It is oaten placed alongside or
rubber . This sne :lce, like other m n m- uehind a waterfall where tee spray
bens of the boa family, has i'udi- l ep :, the +Hess continually , gruw-
rnentary hind legs evidenced by lit- ing . Even though water may trickle_
tle peg-like protuberances . This i . e ntinually from the outside, the
particular snake makes a delightful :mode ut the nest is snug and dry,
pet, and mans a person who has being lined with a moisture-resistant
been afraid t snakes in general has grass.
found pleasure in handling a rubber The Conversational Clark
.,take and has learned that ;Hakes Nuteraeker
are not so cold and slimy as they

	

The Clark nutcracker or Clark
are often believed to be

	

c row Is a jay-like bird first dis-
Of more than a hundred birds covered by the Lewis and Clark ex-

that might be sought out we have pedition to the Northwest . It lives
time to mention but three—the at timber line and feeds largely
water ouzel, the Clark nutcracker on the seeds of the white-barked
and the rosy finch .

	

pine . Its food-getting habits have
The Interesting Wnter Ouzel

	

given it the name of "nutcracker. "
The water ouzel is a bird often Jr. flight the bird looks black be-

encountered by the angler along es-use the under side of its wings
mountain streams . This bird was are black except for a wnrte patch.
made famous by John Muir . His When it is perched, however, it
chapter on the water ouzel in the leeks gray rather than black, be-
"Mountains of California " is a cause of the gray color of head and
classic and should be read by every- bark . The name "camp robber" is
one contemplating a Sierran trip . sometimes applied to it in Califor-
Perhaps you know it as ouzel, but nia, but this name really applies
if you do, look up the prouuncia- to the gray jay and Oregon lay
tion in the dictionary. Muir calls found to the northward . The call
this bird the 'mountain streams ' is crow-like . When a number of
own darling, the hummingbird of these nirds are feeding on white-
blooming waters . " Better than barked pine seeds certain chatter-
any description I could give are ing ea]] notes remind one of hu-
the following extracts taken from wan conversation, and if you are
this chapter :

	

all alone and many miles from
No canyon is too cold for this civilization you mtgnt easily be

little bird, none too lonely, pro .	deceived by these conversational
vided it be rich in falling- water.

	

notes.
Find a fall, or cascade, or rush- Few vertebrate animals are able
ing rapid, anywhere upon a clear to live successfully above timber
stream, and there you will surely line . Oftentimes the only form of
find its complementary ouzel, flit- vertebrate life to be found around
ting about in the spray, diving in a mountain top is a small mem-
foaming eddies, whirling like a her of the sparrow family called
leaf among beaten foam bells : the rosy finch or leucostiete . This
ever vigorous and enthusiastic, bird apparently lives summer and
yet self-contained, and neither winter around wind-swept moun-
seekin ,g nor shunning your corn- tail) peaks, securing its food by
rang .

	

feeding on insects and seeds which
Among all the mountain birds, melt from snow banks. The nest

none has cheered me so much in is placed in crevices in inacces-
my lonely wanderings—none so si p le cliffs . Up to June, rystr, no
unfailingly . For both is winter one had taken the nest or eggs
and summer he sings, _weetly, of. this bird, so cleverly does It
cheerily, independent alike of hide its nesting site . fate to the
sunshine and of love. requiring summer flocks of rosy finches may
no other inspiration than the he located on most high mountain
stream on which he dwells . While passes . Probably no bird will give
water sings, so must he, in heat the average student as great a
or cold, calm or storm, ever at- thrill as this dweller of the 'noun-
tuning his voice in sure accord, tail) tops . Since one must usually
tow in the drought of summer climb to an elevation of at least
and the drought of winter, but ten thousand feet in order to see
never silent. rosy finches, energy and patience
The water ouzel is evidently a are needed to store them in the

land bird which has fitted into a book of memory.
unique niche in nature and occupies The Alpine Chipmunk
the shore of a rushing stream of a acid the Coney
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the animal is sometimes called.
nearly always chooses a great rock
slide for a home. Oftentimes such
'tick slides are situated in an old

„]acial cirque . Such areas are :'cov -
ered deep with snow eery winter.
The coney succeeds in living
through the cold weather, with its

"scarcity of- food, not by hibernat-
Jug,by storing a winter food
supply . Grass is carried into the
interstices of the rocks . and gilled
up in such a way as to curerather
than decay . The little hay piles of
the coneys to the crevices of the
rock are worth finding and are'
worth studying . Although the sea-
soned mountaineer is almost .sure
to know this interesting "rock rab-
bit .•• yet unless one uses eyes and
ears he may pass through his habi-
tat without knowing of his rxist-
ence.

If you are unable to climb the
higher mountains to see these rari-
ties, I would suggest that you get
acquainted with the niore common
try e toad , king snake, Western
tanager,

	

olive-sided

	

flycatcher,
S erra hermit thrush, chickaice or
pine squirre] and Sierra marmot . SI
have omitted reference. .to a tong
list, of trees and wild' flowers that
might claim your interest . How-
ever, plant studies are considered
less difficult than animal studies.
because plants "stay put " where
one can study them whereas birds
and animals must' be "stalked " to
make close study possible.

Books to Read
Hlergi1 Child e' Bryant

`origtpator of the Nature Guide

	

Should any of my readers be in-
3Io.vcmeiit in the :National Parks terested in certain books that rnignt
	 -	 =	 -	 be helpful in obtaining, a back-

Two inarnniais are dwellers at 'ground of natural history as prep-
tin'bu- liii r ,"pne: is readily recog- aration .for a mountain vacation.
r 5l a .b •r cbl'lVlrimIcgbut although 1 su'- gest Kings -Mountaineering
you "ma,, rtr-cid,- it i s =t yaung'one, in the Sierra Nevada" and John
study ii:i. l.l show you that it is sire- Muir s "Mountains of California"
ply a,~-.dtt'crf species, The Alpine for general reading; As a sourer
chipmiizilr is only abont seven of natural history lore "Animal Lilie
1n ches lc,tl including As tell, and in the Yosemite ;" by Grinnell and

'is the smallest and palest colored Storer, a publication of the Um-
of themrri;ntkin chipmunks. This versity Press, and I"Handbook of
anima] iss-etdom seen before reach- Yosemite National 'Park' by Ansel
in:g an altitude of 3600 feet . ItF Hall, cannot be ; surpassed . Those
lives chiefl;yeainona rocks and set- interested in plants should refer to
dom cliitfbst.trefS,' Several are ready Hall's "Yosemite `Flora, "
to share your : Iuneh -- on top of

	

I suggest that this summer you
Clouds Rest in Yosemite .

	

replace this word --.
picture I have

Anyone who has visited the high Just given you of soma of the in-
mountain lake country has doubt- teresting forms of to be found
less heard a strange squeeking - in the Sierra with'-g- picture made
sound . - If fortunate he has been from first'-hand aec(ualntance - with
able to locate a small gray animal the Mt . Lyell salamander, rubber
seated on some rock in a great rock snake, water ouzel . Clark nut-

"-Slide,

	

uttering

	

a

	

high-pitched cracker, rosy finch, - Alpine chip-
"eheck-ick ." This small animal hops munk and Sierra Nevada coney.
like is rabbit, but looks more like "Let the -interest be keen and
a rat . Althou'gh the Mountaineer new views will open up; new trees
might tell you that it is a rock will grow : new birds will fly ; new
rabbit, and that it Is a cross be- fish will swim, and then will our
tween a rat and a rabbit he is gallery be filled with new and
hardly explaining the animal . The glorious pictures of things worth
coney, ulna or little chief hare, as seeing ."
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THE PURPOSE OF THE MUSEUM IN THE

NATIONAL PARKS

By Herbert Maier
(In collaboration with N . N.)

Our national park museums had pret . A stuffed emu in the Field
their beginning but the day before Museum is one thing ; it is quite
yesterday . The most venerable of another to discover in the Yosemite
them is not ten years old . They Museum that the handsome birds
came into being by no comprehen- with the unhandsome voices that
live plan, but haphazardly, lode-- abridged your morning slumbers
pendently of one another, by dint were Steller jays . A profile of the
of individual initiative and much Andes will leave the average New
hard effort in the face of scanty Yorker unmoved : but he will eager-
funds that at times had to be wrung ly scan the relief model in the Yo-
from private generosity . They are, semite Museum when he plans to
as, yet . few in number, and, except- climb Half-Dome the next morning.
ing two, they are, as yet, museums He may even importune the museum
in 'posse rather than in esse . But curator for information on trail
all have grown, somehow ; all have conditions or horse hire or what
;given service far beyond their mod- not : and that much suffering, and,
est Installations : in fact, they have supposedly, omniscient official, who
recently been taken in part under has Just tried to persuade the dens
We wing of the American Associa- drology shark that the cone he
tibn of Museums : they have won 'brought down from the Lyell Fork
recognition from the Department of belongs to P . monticola and not P.
the Interior and much and con- lambertiana, will descant with
stantly growing popular recogni- equal patience on these lesser
Lion ; and if the ;present plans car- themes. For no grist is considered
ry, they bid fair to become an im- too small that comes to this mill.
portent element in th , psrk sys- The great thing is to get- people to
tern, and a not Inconsiderable addi- go and see ; intelligently• if possi-
tion to the museum of the world, ble ; but by all means to see . And
of the United States .

	

nothing conducive to that end is to
The province of each of these mu- be disdained.

seums is limited to its own park ; The educational value of the
specimens from Sequoia National park museums is thus not to be
Park find no place in the Yosemite measured by the specimens in their
museum, nor Yellowstone speei- cases. They are to the nature
mens in Mesa Verde. They are re- study movement what recharging
gionai.museuma. As such they are stations are to a transcontinental
not alone, nor the first, in this telephone line ; nay, more; they are
country . But they are set off from militant propagation centers ; and
those others, such as, say, the that movement Is probably the least
Southwest Museum in Los Angeles, dubious and the most promising
by a functional difference—involy- among the "movements " of our day
ing a corresponding difference in and country, with its manifold im-
organization—which makes them a plications of benefit to knowledge,
distinct, and new, genus . Primar- to spiritual and cultural values, to
ily they are, or aim to be, not mere citizenship and the good life . to
passive repositories of "exhibits" conservation . If It Is next consid-
but active interpreters and guides o-red that these museums dray their
to the national and cultural features public from all over the country
and historical associations of their (and from beyond it) their radius
parks. They are laboratory man- of influence is seen to be impress
uals, so to say, not encyclopedias : sive. And if one happens to be an
but, save the mark! laboratory man- enthusiast in the cause he will end
uals for use not only by the quail- by feeling that the national park
fled student but by anybody and museums are a contribution—a very
everybody

	

modest one, but a contribution—to-
Their Practical Use

	

ward making a better America for
The interrelation between this Americans, and—better Americans

objective of the national park mu- for America.
seums and the specific attitude and Yosemite Museum's Growth
reaction of their public is obvious. The most prosperous c a r e e r
This public is already in direct con- among these institutions has been
tact with the material, in nature, that of the Yosemite Museum . Im-
which the museum aims to Inter- provised in a single room in 1916,

;7
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it fell heir in 1920 to the building The eleveation of the museum
abandoned by the Rangers' Club, stresses the horizontal—that seemed
the somewhat modified and en- the logic of the situation . Knowl-

larged old Jorgensen studio . If ill edge of the topography of the Yo-
°Citeri for a club, it was ell suited semite Valley is so widespread that

for a museum .

	

But the pioneer the writer will take it for granted
spirit is not yet quite dead ; and in

	

the (and
reader.

for
But it

who10 ea sy nottothose crabbed and gloomy quarters

	

the Valley with their own eyes,the Yosemite Museum, like Jeshu- seen
run; waxed fat and kicked . At easy not to realize) to what an ex-
length, last year, it had erected for tent vast vertical

	

masses here
It a real museum building, much dominate vision . To the visitor
larger and newer than any of the approaching the museum from the
structures housing its fellows . The side in which it faces, as 999 out of
ugly duckling has become a swan . a thousand visitors will, it presents

Architecturally, the new Yosem- Itself as the utermost of a shal-
ite Museum represents a compro- low concave curve of buildings, set
mise between the architectural In a flat embayment of the Valley.
problem proper and certain practi- somewhat arid with only a thinnish
oal exigencies—how successful the plant cover, well toward the north
writer (who is also the architect wall and so overhung by it that
of the building) leaves others to even eyes held level are filled more
Judge .

	

by the mighty Yosemite massif.
To begin with, the Yosemite Park, with its 2600-foot waterfall, than

like our other national parks, is to by the whole of the village below
be preserved (as nearly as may be) it . To attempt attitudinal impres-
in a state of nature. It is not to siveness here in a building would
be "adorned with the works of have meant entering into competi-
man." Roads, camps, trails, are in ton with the cliffs : and for such
a measure necessary evils,

	

Even competition the architect has
the finest building is here some- stomach . The horizontal key . on
what of an intruder . Now, how- the other hand, makes the museum
ever much the architect . as a seer- blend easily into the flat ground:
tient human being, will sympathize this Is restful to the eye, here
with that eminently sound concep- everywhere drawn upward : and
tion of a national park, as architect some distance away the building is
he is somewhat embarrassed. HP lost to sight. swallowed by the
faces a ,situation reminisent of overtopping forest—a point of merit
"hang Your clothes upon a Limb. Iii the light of what has been said

and don ' t go near the water ."

	

of preserving parka undefiled by
Another datum issued from the man's handiwork.

circumstance that the museum must The shell of the lower story is of
take its place as an integral unit "rock," rough-hewn granite blocks
of the new village (the new admin- of irregular size irregularly set.
letrative business center of the Its frame is reinforced concrete . Its
Yosemite Valley) whose plan pre- floor is a slab of concrete, laid di-
determined the architectural physi- ~•ectly on the ground. Another

such .slab forms its ceiling (as well

deference ofto
the

the
whole.

wishes
In

of thewilling as sealing it) and, at the same
park =eraicr•, there is observed re_ time, the floor of the upper story.
striction to indigenous building The shell of this latter is of hand-
material in all visible exterior Cut shakes• over a wooden frame.
parts ; namely, native rocks, logs Log outlookers support its over-
and shakes.

	

hang. At the head of each of the
Tke Rockefeller Gift

	

two stairs is a fireproof door with
Then there was that bane of automatic closing device. The

architecture . that nervous rerum— whole upper story thus could burn
money. Inspired and persistent re- away Yet leave the lower one and
questing at length netted $75,000 ; a its treasures Intact
colossal sum, measured by park mu- The area covered by the lower
scum standards up to that time : story is 5000 square feet, of which
measured for the purpose in hand, the exhibit rooms cover 2000 square
a mere pittance . The $75,000 came feet. The upper story, because of
as a gift from the Laura Spellman its overhang . has an additional 300
Rockefeller Foundation, and carried square feet . The maximum dimen-
with it a stipulation for fireproof sions of the building are 140 feet
construction . But spread as thin In length and 60 feet in depth.
as might be . the money would not The Arrangement
go far enough for that and leave The visitor enterlxrg by the main
over enough of a museum worth door (which is placed eccentrically)
fireproofing. A happy way out of finds himself in a spacious lobby,
the dilemma was found by devising and has on his left the library,
a structural dichotomy by which and on the right the exhibit rooms.
the lower story was turned into a These latter are arranged on the
fireproof vault sheltering all col- lines of a U . without communication
lections . safe from whatever might between Its sides, with the object
befall, from the folly of man or (in of thus guiding the visitor unob-
marine insurance parlance) the act trusively through all the exhibit
of God, the frame-work upper story, rooms. He may, indeed, follow his
housing the less precious offices, own course, but only by retracing
laboratories . and so forth,

	

his steps ; he can divagate neither

3$
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The Yosemite Museum, opened to the public May 29, 1926 . Built
for the U. S. National Park Service by the American Association of
Museums with funds given by the Laura Spelhnan Rockefeller Memo-
rial. Herbert Maier, architect.
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right nor left . It has been said history room, from which he
that the story of Yosemite began emerges in a roofed porch in the
with a glacier a pd ended with a rear of the building, where he will
stage coach . Th6ugh not correct, find some exhibits that do not re-
scientificrilly, the saying shows at quire indoor housing, like old-time
least a feeling for perspective . In stage coaches, and from early
line with such a perspective the spring to late fall, one exhibit re-
visitor first enters the geology quiring open air . namely . an exhibit
room, from which he passes to the of living plants of the region.

YOSEMITE NATURE NOTES
Published monthly by the National Park Service in cooper-

ation with the Yosemite Natural History Association, in Yo-
semite Valley

The articles published in "Yosemite Nature Notes" are not
copyrighted . It is intended that these articles shall be freely
used by the press and by all periodicals that " believe In the
value of National Parks . When material from this publication
is used due credit should be given.

Communications should be addressed to C .P.Rtissell, Park
Naturalist, Yosemite National Park.
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E YOSEMITE NATURAL HISTORY ASSOCIATION
ITS PURPOSES

▪ To gather and disseminate information on the wild-life of
the Sierras.
To develop and enlarge the Yosemite Museum (in co-

eration with the National Park Service) and to establish sub-
' iary units, such as the Glacier Point lookout and branches of

,similar nature.
3 . To promote the educational work of the Yosemite Nature

Guide Service .

	

'

• To publish (in co-operation with the U. S . National Park
Service) . "Yosemite Nature Notes".

To study living conditions, past and present, of the Indians
of the . Yosemite region .

	

-
6. To maintain in Yosemite Valley a. : library of historical,

scientific, and popular interest.
To further scientific investigation along Iines of greaten
popular interest and to publish, from time to time, bulletins
of non-technical nature.

8 . To -strictly limit the activities ofthe associatitin ' to purposes
which shall be scientific and educational, in order that the
organization shall not be operated for profit.

FROM THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OUT-DOOR
RECREATION

Called by PRESIDENT COOLIDGE
"THAT THE CONFERENCE ENDORSE NATURE STUDY IN 6CHOOLS

AND THE EXTENSION OF THE NATURE STUDY IDEA TO EVERY
AMERICAN SCHOOL AND FAMILY ;	 THAT THE ESTABLISH,
MENT OP MUSEUMS OP NATURAL HISTORY IN NATIONAL PARIS
WILL INCREASE THE EDUCATIONAL RECREATIONAL VALUE OP THE
rwxxs".—Resolution of the Conference.




